Agenda - Focus Group - Students
Nov. 13, 2019
4:00 PM

Introduction

4:05 PM

Ground Rules (Categorizer)

4:10 PM

Student Needs That Are Served Quite Well by De Anza (Categorizer)

4:25 PM

Student Needs That Are Served Presently, But Not Well and Programs
Should Improve (Categorizer)

4:55 PM

Nominating Programs That Should Be Improved or New Initiatives That
Should be Started (Categorizer)

5:10 PM

Prioritizing Programs/Initiatives (Vote)

5:20 PM

Re-Vote After Discussion (Vote)

5:25 PM

Brainstorming Programs/Initiatives (Categorizer)

5:50 PM

Feedback Survey (Survey)

6:00 PM

Adjourn Meeting

Ground Rules
1. Only what gets entered into the conversation will show up in final meeting report. Verbal
comments are welcome, as they may stimulate ideas, however, if you want the verbal
comments to get reflected in the report, please be sure to enter them into the online
conversation.
2. The comments will not be attributed to individuals in the focus group. The software is
designed so that the entire conversation is anonymous. Please be candid about your ideas
and opinions.
3. At the same time, please be constructive and professional with your comments. Anything
that comes across like an ad hominem attack or a cheap shot will be deleted. Remember
that the entire conversation will be published.
4. The only editing the facilitator will do this report is to run a spell check using Microsoft
Word before submitting.

Student Needs That Are Served Quite Well by De Anza
(While comments that seem to refer to the same topics or themes have been grouped together,
comment numbers are retained to show the original order of submission)

7. Teaching quality (for the most part)
9. Education
15. Professor office hours, professor accessibility
28. Good professors
37. Education is valuable
42. Amazing professors despite common stereotypes about CCs
58. Professors who have PHD in subjects they're teaching
60. Certain level-checking of professors (some are too lazy)
71. Good office hours from professors
75. Variety of classes that are provided
86. Evening and night classes
87. Amazing faculties
54. Amazing resources of STEM majors
23. The tutoring centers for both English writing and scientific courses
30. Tutoring options and MPS Options
36. Math tutoring
39. Tutoring services
63. Math tutoring
47. College website is accessible
52. The school website is really well developed that all the information students need can be
found in it.
69. Website is well organized
22. Library services (rental of supplies)
40. Able to rent supplies such as laptops in the library
55. Refurbished laptops available to students
59. Good selection of book in the library
70. Library is accessible and for the most part able to hold a good capacity of students
81. Calculators are available for rental in the library.
11. Psychological Services provide 12 free counseling sessions.
18. Counsellors are always there to help.
19. Legal advice
49. Outreach and counselling does a great job especially for newly enrolled students
50. Free legal advice
45. Legal advice
29. Student Services
84. The institution is very receptive to student needs, and student leaders
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17. Providing a diverse set of programs to help the students
2. Health services, campus security, access to classroom materials
13. No worry about expensive housing
14. Programs that assist low-income families and minorities
76. Undocumented students get help on campus
73. SSR provides cultural programs for minorities to educate minorities on their history
and provide a safe place and community
16. Services that provide book funds
51. Cheap movie tickets
62. Equity office on campus
66. Equity office
72. Equity Office!!!!!
1. Food security
48. Food pantry!
56. Food Pantry
79. Food Pantry
90. Free food on campus
3. Transport
10. The school provides a proper transportation as best of the county's ability
83. Many resources; bike rental program, other transportation assistance
89. VTA pass
5. Disability support services
33. Disability services
44. ADA-compliant services.
57. Veteran services
68. Veterans
77. Delicious food at cafeteria
88. Great foods in the Cafeteria
8. Access to classroom resources, information on transfer opportunities
85. Transfer Center/ visits from University reps
26. My portal and Canvas are pretty easy to utilize
35. Canvas system
21. Having good friendships
27. Student groups and clubs
46. Clubs on campus
25. Learning communities
53. Diversity
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64. Fabulous DASB
80. DASB Senators on campus
31. A safe environment to meet with people and learn from them
20. Students can participate in Shared Governance.
32. Students are allowed to contribute and be involved in major decisions
4. Providing internship opportunities
24. Community service opportunities
74. Public policy opportunities
6. Domestic students are given a great amount of financial aid.
34. Accessible jobs to students.
61. On campus jobs allow students to work close to school
82. Programs for international students
12. Employment opportunities for international students
38. More useful events to get more broaden experiences
41. Provided an environment for self and educational development
65. Nice facilities
67. Good facilities
78. Smoking section designated
43. Campus security
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Student Needs That Are Served Presently, But Not Well and Programs
Should Improve
(While comments that seem to refer to the same topics or themes have been grouped together,
comment numbers are retained to show the original order of submission)

38. More Math classes
15. More Math programs
68. Math classes are insufficient, and some math professors disappear in the middle of the
year
31. Classes that are especially required to transfer fill up too quickly
59. Difficult to register/ get STEM classes
27. Registered class cancellations
30. There is not enough support for new students to decide on classes and professors
34. More Economics classes
36. More night class options
90. English classes - there is no speaking and listening placement test for getting English
class (Important)
105. Professors give out syllabus not on the first day of class, so students are spending more
time in that class they would eventually drop in the future. This limits the time given for
students to be able to look for more classes to satisfy the 12-class minimum requirement
115. Syllabus for each class aren’t posted on the website, so it is difficult for students to
choose courses and instructors
144. Students get punish for challenging themselves and dropping a class
121. Classes - each professor has different standards for their classes (not enough
standardization)
131. Cheating not being paid attention to
16. Tutor Center - Could be opened for a longer period of time, more availability
2. Counseling
6. Counseling services
43. Counseling services need to be improved
44. Counselors- it takes many days to meet with them
49. Course repeats counseling
54. Veterans services - only have 1 part time counselor to help hundreds of vets
57. Education counselors seem uninterested in the student's future
82. Counselors do not offer productive transfer support
98. More support on the transfer program.
72. Counselors don't know the resources very well and often direct you to the website for
more information
92. Extend the number of counseling hours to a minimum 1 hour
117. Counselors should stay more up to date with transfer requirements for private or outof-state colleges.
135. Counselors should be updated on transfer requirements
66. Offer more counseling to students for free!
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101. Assign 1 counselor to each student than the student meeting a different counselor each
time
113. Counselors are not always helpful when we have different problems from what they
usually deal with
126. Better counselors and more student-oriented programs
3. Most programs not being well-known enough
14. Advertising resources on campus
29. Not connecting students to resources well enough
70. Better marketing for resources
73. A full list of all student service programs to inform people of the services they can get
but don't know they can get
89. Advertise food pantry more
91. Bigger promotion of student services and programs
94. Resources could be more well-advertised in order to get out to a lot more students
95. Many programs do not market sufficiently, and many students have never heard of the
majority of the services provided on campus
5. Professor rating system
35. It's impossible to report the classes when they go wrong
60. Instructors office hours (there should be multiple slots available)
32. Professors still asking for assignments as printouts
81. Professor accountability
88. Some of the instructors are terrible
96. Proper professor evaluation system
116. Have a feedback system in place for professors.
134. Have a professor rating system in place for students to give feedback
23. Cafeteria dangerous foods
25. Vegetarian/vegan options in dining services
4. Organic food options Non-GMO etc.
47. Terrible food in the cafeteria. The pho really???
51. Lack of authentic Asian food
65. Expensive food in cafeteria - need to lower pricing
76. Food - more healthy, quicker, cheaper options
114. Healthier food options in the cafeteria
127. Improve food quality on campus.
99. Not enough seats in cafeteria
104. More seats in cafeteria
102. Cafeteria should bring in outside food chains like Starbucks
138. Reduce amount of plastic usage by dining services
145. More environmentally sustainable
13. Financial aid for international students
22. Financial aid for international students
39. Too much difference in tuition fees between local and international (10 times)
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24. Lack of on-campus job opportunities for international students
48. Financial aid for international students
50. High tuition for international students
56. Expensive tuitions for international students
74. Financial aid for international students - there should be more scholarships available.
77. Financial aids for international students
80. Tuition fee of international students.
10. English tutoring for international students
1. Limited parking space
21. Limited parking space, too high cost of parking permit
75. Small parking spaces
83. Parking lots are too cramped and there are not enough spots for people to park in
129. It's hard to cancel the parking tickets if it's mistaken
93. There should be security cameras in parking lot to protect students (or whose car got
scratched)
108. More surveillance in parking lots and garages
106. EV charging stations on campus should be fixed.
107. Dissuading students from utilizing motorized vehicles as their primary form of
transportation
97. Transportation issues - more bus routes should be available more frequently.
18. Taking student's voices seriously and valuing student participation in shared
governance
103. Students need more say in Shared Governance - should have more student
representatives with the power to vote.
109. Not enough student representation on shared governance committees
125. Give students more responsibility in shared governance
46. Interaction of students with the school
41. Make students be proud of De Anza
130. Campus and District leadership have students’ best interests in mind above all
86. Increase relations between Foothill-De Anza Board of Trustees to students by being
more transparent.
133. Lack of support from the Admin
19. Efficiency of the Administration office.
9. Fair minimum wage
17. Unfair minimum wage
40. Minimum age to vote and work on campus is lower than the age that DA accepts
students
53. Students should be paid an equal minimum wage
79. Pay workers minimum wage
42. Not enough job opportunities on campus
61. Library should open 7/24
52. Library open hours on the weekends
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55. Library - they could open during weekend at least first floor
64. Library should be opened in weekend
69. Library should be open 24/7
8. Outdated classrooms
87. Fix the older buildings because no one maintains them
132. Cleaning services! Floor is filthy!!
143. Bathroom cleaning
140. DASB trash can be cleaned once every 2 weeks
Yeah...
142. More water filters on campus
118. More study areas
139. Have more quiet study areas on campus
110. More student center places on campus
111. OTI should be popularized
112. Clubs have very low participation, social and club life is dead
122. There are too many clubs, and a number of them are unheard of
141. Most clubs are inactive
119. More interaction between students of other colleges
120. More lively social life
7. Campus night security
12. Student safety on campus
28. Night security
63. Night parking security
37. Book funds for students
78. Books should be cheaper
85. Prices of textbooks and readers
62. Items from bookstore are more expensive than outside
123. Athletics need to be more well-marketed by the College.
128. Tennis team needs to be brought back!!!!!
136. More sports
137. Access to a gym outside of needing to sign up and pay for KNES Classes to use the
gym
84. More scholarships for students
100. More scholarship opportunities
124. More scholarship opportunities
11. Website, especially map and portal, is accessible although difficult to navigate
26. Website is poorly made
58. Map is not interactive, so it does not show the directions when using the map
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45. Not doing more to build community between students on campus
67. More school events
71. Campus events other than Welcome Day
33. Affordable housing opportunities for students of all kinds
147. Affordable student housing at Flint Centre
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Nominating Programs That Should Be Improved or New Initiatives
That Should be Started
1. Parking spaces are too narrow
2. Lower the tuition fee, or at least offer more scholarships, for international students
Lower the tuition fee, or at least offer more scholarships, for international students
Financial aids support for international students
International students’ tuition and fairness
3. Scholarship center and scholarship counselling
4. Affordable student housing
Affordable student housing
5. Let students have freedom of speech on campus
6. A student survey every quarter for professor reviews, because professor accountability is
necessary
To change the professors that are not suitable in teaching
Class quality feedback system
7. Find a way to destigmatize food pantry on campus so more students feel comfortable
using it
8. Library open hours should be more, both earlier and later
9. United club activities with 4-year university students in Bay Area
10. Transfer program, a club or group created with students, staff and counselor that helps
students transfer successfully
Higher quality transfer counseling
11. International students and American students matching programs to improve learning
quality of English for International Students
12. Require students to go to counseling at least once a quarter
13. Improve marketing of student services and programs so students actually know of the
programs
14. Implement “Meatless Monday” - reduces costs of production (and reduces costs of
menu items as a result), encourages the planting of more vegetables and fruits at the Kirsch
Center, reduces water consumption, increases plant-based menu items at the Dining
Services
15. Due to the legalization of Cannabis and the opioid crisis we're going through, we should
bring awareness to students regarding safe drugs consumption. It is impossible to impose
on an individual's free will to consume drugs, but we can teach them how to be safe around
drugs.
16. Classes under the same department should have an equal grading system or some
standards in order for students to get a fair final grade despite enrolling in different classes
instructed by different teachers.
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17. Program that reaches out to students who have missed two or more consecutive
quarters to find out why
18. EOPS Scholar should offer more support to students without cars
19. Health care services with the right to prescribe
20. Priority Group 2 registration for DASB Senators
Make student leaders priority registration
21. More professors teaching classes in high demand like STEM
22. More active night security to help students feel safer
23. Have minimum wage of $17 for students on campus
24. EOPS should have a larger space and more employees to accommodate students well
25. Updating of the De Anza website and application, especially the map and how to find,
drop/add classes, so that students go through a smoother college experience
26. Parking lot safety (car crashes, robbery, etc.), security cameras!
27. Allow international student to take online classes in other community colleges.
28. More FREE counseling (mental health services)
29. Weekly newsletter email
30. Student representation in shared governances (voting seats)
31. Hosting more recruitment conferences of companies in bay area
32. More affordable and diverse food
33. Better cleaning services, probably by increasing the number of janitors, to clean
facilities (especially classrooms and toilets) at least twice a week
34. Sports - team need more funding and support from the College (bring back the Tennis
team) in order to help represent the College and increase sportsmanship.
35. Sustainability needs to be a higher priority on campus.
36. More encouragement from administrators for professors to use free textbooks
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Prioritizing Programs/Initiatives
Voting Results
Multiple Selection (maximum choices = 10) (Allow bypass)
Number of ballot items: 38
Total number of voters (N): 19
Total
12
12
11
11
10
10
9
9
8

7

6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12

1. Affordable student housing
2. Priority Group 2 registration for DASB Senators
3. A student survey every quarter for professor reviews, because professor
accountability is necessary
4. Library open hours should be more, both earlier and later
5. Lower the tuition fee, or at least offer more scholarships, for international
students
6. Improve marketing of student services and programs so students actually know
of the programs
7. Transfer program, a club or group created with students, staff and counselor
that helps students transfer successfully
8. More affordable and diverse food
9. Implement “Meatless Monday” - reduces costs of production (and reduces costs
of menu items as a result), encourages the planting of more vegetables and fruits
at the Kirsch Center, reduces water consumption, increases plant-based menu
items at the Dining Services
10. Classes under the same department should have an equal grading system or
some standards in order for students to get a fair final grade despite enrolling in
different classes instructed by different teachers.
11. Parking lot safety (car crashes, robbery, etc.), security cameras!
12. Scholarship center and scholarship counselling
13. Better cleaning services, probably by increasing the number of janitors, to
clean facilities (especially classrooms and toilets) at least twice a week
14. Have minimum wage of $17 for students on campus
15. More encouragement from administrators for professors to use FREE
textbooks
16. Hosting more recruitment conferences of companies in bay area
17. Health care services with the right to prescribe
18. Parking spaces are too narrow
19. Find a way to destigmatize food pantry on campus so more students feel
comfortable using it
20. International students and American students matching programs to improve
learning quality of English for International Students
21. Program that reaches out to students who have missed two or more
consecutive quarters to find out why
22. More FREE counseling (mental health services)
23. Student representation in shared governances (voting seats)
24. More professors teaching classes in high demand like STEM

3
3
3
2

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
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25. Require students to go to counseling at least once a quarter
26. More active night security to help students feel safer
27. Sports - team need more funding and support from the College in order to help
represent the College and increase sportsmanship.
28. Due to the legalization of Cannabis and the opioid crisis we're going through,
we should bring awareness to students regarding safe drugs consumption. It is
impossible to impose on an individual's free will to consume drugs, but we can
teach them how to be safe around drugs.
29. United club activities with 4-year university students in Bay Area
30. Updating of the De Anza website and application, especially the map and how
to find, drop/add classes, so that students go through a smoother college
experience
31. Let students have freedom of speech on campus
32. EOPS Scholar should offer more support to students without cars
33. EOPS should have a larger space and more employees to accommodate
students well
34. Weekly newsletter email
35. Sustainability needs to be a higher priority on campus.
36. Allow international student to take online classes in other community
colleges.
37. Sports - team need more funding from the College (bring back the Tennis
team) in order to help represent the College and increase sportsmanship

Re-Vote After Discussion
Voting Results
Multiple Selection (maximum choices = 10) (Allow bypass)
Number of ballot items: 36
Total number of voters (N): 19
Total
18
15
14
13
13
11
8
7
7

6

6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
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1. Improve marketing of student services and programs so students actually know
of the programs
2. Library open hours should be more, both earlier and later
3. Affordable student housing
4. Priority Group 2 registration for DASB Senators
5. A student survey every quarter for professor reviews, because professor
accountability is necessary
6. More affordable and diverse food
7. Lower the tuition fee, or at least offer more scholarships, for international
students
8. Transfer program, a club or group created with students, staff and counselor
that helps students transfer successfully
9. Classes under the same department should have an equal grading system or
some standards in order for students to get a fair final grade despite enrolling in
different classes instructed by different teachers.
10. Implement “Meatless Monday” - reduces costs of production (and reduces
costs of menu items as a result), encourages the planting of more vegetables and
fruits at the Kirsch Center, reduces water consumption, increases plant-based
menu items at the Dining Services
11. More encouragement from administrators for professors to use FREE
textbooks
12. Sports - team need more funding and support from the College in order to help
represent the College and increase sportsmanship.
13. Parking lot safety (car crashes, robbery, etc.), security cameras!
14. Better cleaning services, probably by increasing the amount of janitors, to
clean facilities (especially classrooms and toilets) at least twice a week
15. Have minimum wage of $17 for students on campus
16. Parking spaces are too narrow
17. More professors teaching classes in high demand like STEM
18. More FREE counseling (mental health services)
19. Sports - team need more funding from the College (bring back the Tennis
team) in order to help represent the College and increase sportsmanship
20. Hosting more recruitment conferences of companies in bay area
21. More active night security to help students feel safer
22. Student representation in shared governances (voting seats)
23. Let students have freedom of speech on campus
24. Find a way to destigmatize food pantry on campus so more students feel
comfortable using it

3
3
2
2
2
1

1
1

0
0
0
0
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25. Health care services with the right to prescribe
26. scholarship center and scholarship counselling
27. Program that reaches out to students who have missed two or more
consecutive quarters to find out why
28. EOPS should have a larger space and more employees to accommodate
students well
29. Sustainability needs to be a higher priority on campus.
30. Due to the legalization of Cannabis and the opioid crisis we're going through.,
we should bring awareness to students regarding safe drugs consumption. It is
impossible to impose on an individual's free will to consume drugs, but we can
teach them how to be safe around drugs.
31. United club activities with 4-year university students in Bay Area
32.Uupdating of the de Anza website and application, especially the map and how
to find, drop/add classes, so that students go through a smoother college
experience
33. International students and American students matching program to improve
learning quality of English for International Students
34. EOPS Scholar should offer more support to students without cars
35. Require students to go to counseling at least once a quarter
36. Allow international student to take online classes in other community
colleges.

Brainstorming Top Programs/Initiatives
1. Improve marketing of student services and programs so students actually know of the
programs
Weekly newsletter email {#38}
Proper college induction {#48}
Flyer with all the programs that the students can benefit from {#50}
Resource poster {#51}
Class presentation {#52}
Handouts or presentations with regards to resources (food pantry, bike program, EOPS,
etc.) could be given during new student orientations {#53}
Faculty speaking about this to students {#54}
Ditto 48, if we had a more legitimate orientation where they gave students information
about the different services available on campus it would guide people from the start
{#56}
Posters in school grounds. This is the most common place where students are "forced" to
be advertised to {#58}
Find a way to destigmatize food pantry on campus so more students feel comfortable
using it {#13}
Agree with class presentations - teachers could let students know briefly before class
{#59}
Flyers in all the right places {#60}
A website including all the programs and services we have (we could categorize them!),
and the website should be easy to access (part of our school website or an app in my
portal) {#61}
Send an email to students at the start of the quarter listing all available student service
programs {#62}
Include services offered as one of the sliding things on the cover page of the De Anza
website. Also have a separate session for new students to be briefed on what services are
offered, giving them an explanation {#64}
Emphasis on learning communities {#65}
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Flyers in all classrooms with the programs that the school offer {#69}
Student services briefing seminar for new students {#70}
Having its own category on the front page of the website at a visible area. {#73}
Again, with faculty speaking about it - professors should know about be able to
recommend resources to students and also should market it during their classes because
that is where students HAVE to be {#74}
Highly agree w #70 - {#75}
Retweet #70 {#76}
Maybe a web page for international students {#77}
Ditto #77 {#79}
Adding to #61, we could always use the De Anza website but improve the website to
make it user friendly {#80}
Yes, professors should know which programs to recommend to students #74 {#83}
Ditto #83 {#85}
Yes #73!! {#86}
Have A frames all across the campus with the available resources. Have banners in all
classes with these services listed. Capture the resources on the website under one area
(link) with different categories like internships, free food on campus, free legal advice,
job opportunities on campus. Have this as part of the campus. We could also give a
handout as part of the syllabus. {#87}
Really cool or funny post through social medias such as Youtube, Instagram, Facebook,
and so on. {#88}
Find ways to condense all the different services into manageable categories. It’s easy to
get lost just looking at how many different things are going on at the school {#90}
Increase social media awareness {#92}
Ditto #74 {#94}
Highly recommended first quarter class that will help students in college, as well as
market the programs to students {#95}
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Ditto #74 {#100}
Ditto #48 {#102}
*We voted marketing as #1 because we spend a lot of money, time, and resources on
creating amazing programs for the students. However, due to lack of marketing, the vast
majority of students have never heard of most of these programs. Even our student
leaders taking this survey were unaware of many programs on campus, and that goes to
show how much our campus would benefit from focusing on getting students to learn
about the programs, rather than coming up with new programs that will suffer from the
same issues. {#104}
Professors should be more educated on which programs we offer on campus so they can
recommend them to students if needed {#107}
More social media marketing for the services that are provided by the college to
encourage student enrollment {#111}
Strongly support #104 {#112}
Increase social media awareness by promoting these services on an ongoing basis. Make
students aware of our official social media pages like De Anza website, Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram. Have these as part of a flyer in all classrooms and on Canvas. We
have 18,000 students and if most of them are in tune with our social media channels, the
awareness will increase. {#113}
#104 is highly important. The College needs to work on helping students become aware
of these programs; otherwise, all efforts are in vain! {#114}
Ditto {#104} {#116}
Student volunteers should be hired for this purpose. It gives them experience to market
their campus to students. {#135}
Ditto #104, In addition many students both inside De Anza as well as other CC in the
area do not see De Anza as a college that provides services for its students, many people
see it as a disengaged CC and some students would rather go to other CC which have the
notion to be more engaging with its students. Reason that HIGHLIGHTS the importance
of proper promotion of the services provided to students {#140}
Ditto #104, the student population would benefit most from enhancing current programs
that are not well marketed and that few students know of. Improving marketing is the
most efficient use of our resources, and we need to prioritize awareness of our programs
above creating new programs that would also suffer from low engagement. De Anza
already has lots of great services, the problem is getting students to know of and utilize
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these resources. Each dollar spent on improving marketing would have far more impact
on student retention, satisfaction, and wellbeing than the same dollar spent on creating
new programs. {#172}
2. Library open hours should be more, both earlier and later
It should be open 7/24 {#49}
People need to study to get their As. It is as simple as that {#66}
I am going to Santa Clara University Library during weekend. I do believe it won't take
lots of resources for opening library during weekend at least 1 floor {#78}
Because textbooks are so expensive, more hours for the library will allow students to use
the textbooks and other resources available. {#91}
It is a free space that should be open to students for more hours because for some it could
be one of the only viable and free options as a place to study, also could be one’s only
source of Wifi {#93}
Some of us cannot study but in the library, home can be too noisy {#97}
More study rooms {#103}
#66, #91 and #93! {#110}
I agree with the #78 {#118}
Students need to use the resources from the library as well as the facilities during
weekend. {#120}
The library should be opened as early as 5:45 in the morning, - (some people are morning
people and wake up really early) and as late as maybe 1 AM or 2 AM. San Francisco
State for example has their library opened until 2 AM every day. {#122}
This really helps students who work during the library's operation hours and need to
study during the weekend or at night, and so they can study freely and safely. One of my
past classmates has complained about only being able to study in 24-hour donut shops or
similar places with lower quality of studying environment. {#124}
Such a small percentage of De Anza students live in Cupertino, that by prolonging library
hours, we're allowing students to spend more time on campus to study, effectively
making the daily commute more worthwhile. {#126}
A lot of students have to resort to going to Donut Wheel or Happy Donuts because they
are open 24/7 but often crowded {#141}
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It is the proper space for students to study, and for many people the Library is a space of
safety and security, as well as the ideal environment for students success, and many
students might not have a proper space to study, maybe because they do not have a
proper living condition, maybe their house is not a safe space, and the school can provide
that space for student development through the library {#162}
3. Affordable Student Housing
Affordable student housing {#19}
Build affordable housing on campus at the Flint Centre with access to a quiet study area
having laptops to work and free food too. {#57}
There is a trend of students not being able to get reliable housing in the area. Also, there
is a group of students in De Anza where they are homeless {#72}
It is too expensive to live near De Anza college in Cupertino {#99}
Having affordable student housing is good for the environment. Students, faculty, and
staff do not have to travel as far to get to school. This will also increase public
transportation. {#106}
18% of the kids that go to this school are homeless we need housing {#119}
Students do not get minimum wage on campus and they commute from far off places to
come to campus. They deserve affordable housing on campus. {#129}
Faculty and staff also need affordable housing. We have so many faculty and staff who
live in San Francisco but nonetheless commute to De Anza because they love De Anza.
{#134}
There are not many comfortable/ affordable living options - some people rent out their
living rooms (which has limited privacy). Renting rooms could well go over $1,000 a
month {#149}
Tuition is already a big pressure for international students not to mention the amount of
rent they have to pay monthly since most of them come abroad and need places to live
{#153}
Student often have to look for housing outside which is very hard to find, and housing is
really expensive in Cupertino. Some students have no choice but to live outside of
Cupertino and spend hours commuting between school and home. {#156}
Many students are sharing a room to cut down their rent expense, which could highly
influence they academic performances as well (bad living quality) {#158}
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International students should be able to pay for their housing based on their financial
check {#164}
#158 is really true. I was the one who got influenced by the situation {#214}
De Anza is losing students to an alarming rate because is too expensive to live in the area.
If De Anza provides affordable student housing, as well as later expansion of those
services, it would help students to choose De Anza rather than other colleges, or stay
enrolled in De Anza {#283}
4. Priority Group 2 registration for DASB Senators
Make student leaders priority registration {#32}
DASB senators don't get paid for their time in DASB. We live in a capitalistic society,
don't we? {#89}
We should have the priority since we devote our time and we definitely need aids on our
curriculum. {#101}
DASB is a huge commitment and those seeking to improve the campus should be
compensated for the amount of work they do. {#136}
Education is a priority for all students. DASB Senators are also students who make
students a priority. We need priority registration. {#154}
DASB student leaders are part of various shared governance representing students. They
are spending a whole day on campus balancing the job (which they don't get paid for, but
they love to do) and their education. The least thing campus management can do it let
them pick their classes first so they can better serve the campus doing volunteer work all
quarter long. {#161}
DASB senators are required to join internal committees, general meeting, shared
governance, not to mention office hours and field hours. It is extra hard for them to
manage their school schedule. {#181}
Ditto #161-- it is hard for students to work their classes around their shared governances
{#187}
Yes to #161 {#190}
I don’t think this should be our top priority {#204}
This should not be one of the top ten student priorities. Senators and student leaders are
important and should get priority registration but there are MUCH more important things
that need to be improved for the greater student population. {#210}
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What about second top? {#211}
You can still get priority registration by doing other thing such as making an ed plan,
being a continuing student etc.. {#213}
It's crucial that DASB Senators stay in Senate for their entire elected term, as lots of
resources are spent on training Senators, and especially in Shared Governance
Committees having consistent Senators who remember the context of what happened
earlier that year is essential. That said, in order to minimize turn-over it's important that
student leaders are able to sign up for the classes they need in the times that don't conflict
with their Senate and Shared Governance meetings. {#223}
Student leaders represent the college the same way that Athletics do with other colleges
through programs or conferences like SSCCC or California campus camp, and should be
treated with the same priority as sports program {#233}
Totally agree with #223 {#237}
Also ditto #223 {#254}
5. A student survey every quarter for professor reviews, because professor accountability is
necessary
To change the professors that are not suitable in teaching {#12}
Class quality feedback system {#9}
Some professors are really terrible, and we don't deserve them. {#55}
We should let the professors who are inappropriate go. We don't deserve them. {#108}
Release all survey results to students so they can make informed decisions for classes
{#127}
It's important that students have a chance to anonymously voice their concerns about their
professors in a way that action will then be taken when necessary {#130}
Surveys should be required for all students for more accurate results {#132}
Yes, student anonymity from professors is important #130 {#138}
Students' feedback can improve the quality of classes a lot. {#152}
Professors are also people who are learning day by day. It's important that students are
able to give feedback to professor so that they can improve upon their teaching style.
Many students pay a lot of money for education and professors have gone through a lot to
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be placed in a position where they can teach - the least they can do is teach well. Having
student feedback can help improve that. {#165}
Unfortunately, we have some professors who don't have passion on teaching, we should
use feedback system to evaluate the class quality {#166}
We need to consider the resources we need to put away for this implementation. Compare
it against the data we get out of this and weigh the opportunity cost {#168}
Creating a system where it is EASY to give feedback can allow MORE + UPDATED
info rather than ratemyprofessor.com {#177}
Some professors are sometime rude, biased, announce who is doing better in class and
who needs to catch up making students uncomfortable. Some professors threaten that the
student could go to dean if they have an issue with the respective professor being so strict
with attendance, test policies etc. in a way to scare the student. There needs to be a way
the end of every class to give anonymous feedback or it could be tied to the student id
without it impacting the student career in any way. {#192}
Develop an internal professor rating system limited to FHDA {#194}
Encourage professors to post their syllabus on the De Anza website {#203}
Ditto #203 {#205}
A basic multiple-choice survey required for all students and additional comments to write
personal instances of discrimination/mistreatment (comments will remain anonymous and
will be delivered to professors, heads of departments, and deans anonymously) {#208}
Professors should also give out their syllabus on the first day of class, this way students
have more time to reconsider the class, and more time to add another class to fulfil the
minimum 12 units required {#212}
However, it is also important to make sure that this system will be used properly but not a
tool for student to complain or leave bad comments just because they get a bad grade. It
would lead to the situation where some professors might give out certain grades just to
"not" be complained by students {#217}
If possible, there should be a day allocated on each quarter where all professors are
present for the whole day to answer student's questions, especially students who are
taking that professor's class the next quarter. This is to tackle the issue of new students
not making informed choices on the classes and professors they take. {#219}
I have a friend who had a professor telling him that his answer was wrong because he
didn’t choose the answer that the professor taught in class. But there was actually a better
answer of the question, but the professor simply refused to discuss with him because he
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or she said what had mentioned in class was the best answer for the statement. It is not
acceptable because student learn to know facts and students works hard for their grades.
It is totally unfair for letting teachers to decided what’s truly right or wrong. {#222}
Agree with #217! {#225}
Ditto #212 {#229}
6. More affordable and diverse food
Cafeteria food is terrible. It's time to address the elephant in the room {#96}
We need Chick-Fil-A {#147}
Meatless Monday can help this! {#174}
Ditto #147 {#175}
The food is way too expensive especially for what it is {#191}
There needs to be more station like the soup station where students can just grab and go,
it is not that expensive and not that unhealthy {#193}
There are more ways for the cafeteria to cut down expenses rather than taking more
money from the students' wallet {#227}
Same foods in school and low quality of foods are making students tired and not helping
students with their academic goals. (Need to check in general foods, not just come to
check after notice) Sometimes rice is not very cooked (rice is the basic of foods) {#231}
Inviting different food vendors to the campus from time to time could be a good idea as
well. We can collaborate with them and ask them to sell those foods at lower prices as a
way to promote themselves. {#241}
FYI, my friend works at the cafeteria and she herself doesn't eat certain food because she
knows they're dirty and unhealthy. For example, the mushroom are not washed and
poured out straight from the paper boxes {#251}
There are a lot of greasy foods {#273}
7. Lower the tuition fee, or at least offer more scholarships, for international students
Lower the tuition fee, or at least offer more scholarships, for international students {#7}
Financial aids support for international students {#14}
International student's tuition and fairness {#11}
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Life is hard. Let’s not make it harder {#98}
International students do have financial problems and need support from the campus,
which can be in form of scholarships, book vouchers or food vouchers from the cafeteria
since both the tuition fee and living costs here are extremely expensive {#145}
International students pay ten times the tuition fee of domestic students. By lowering the
tuition fee or offering more scholarships for international students, we are offering more
incentives to attract foreign talents. This will hopefully make DA appeal to more
international students, and hopefully improve De Anza's achievement and image {#146}
International students deserve to be able to use the same student support programs as
local students {#163}
Ditto #146 {#179}
Can you believe international students are paying more than 10 times local students, but
they do not get any difference treatment from school? School made a ISP department for
international students, but it still has low support (Talking with ISP is faster) {#188}
International students add the beauty of diversity to our College and choose to come to
our College because of the exclusively amazing programs that we offer. Making it
difficult for international students to stay does not help increase enrollment. {#189}
The concern that I see with having lower International student fees is that the local fees
are going to have to increase in exchange. While it increases attractiveness to foreign
students, it will decrease the incentive for U.S students to enroll at De Anza, and at the
end the fees are the way they are because California Residents are the one that pay the
taxes to pay for local students, Lowering the rates for international students would put the
college on a deficit, or would make California Residents pay for International students
fees, which at the end would not be fair. International students pay what they pay because
their taxes do not fund CC. {#216}
The international students are paying the most on campus, but their issues are not being
taken care of properly {#268}
The tuition fee for international students are unbelievably high and even local students
would be astonished by the price. Can you imagine if international students do have to
drop a class with a W, how many dollars will go to waste? It might not be a burden for
local students to do so, because if they withdraw a class they lose like 100 dollars. But for
international students, they lost more than a $1,000. Can you imagine how much pressure
will add on them because of the pricing? {#269}
8. Transfer program, a club or group created with students, staff and counselor that helps
students transfer successfully
Higher quality transfer counseling {#5}
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Assigned to a specific counselor for duration at De Anza {#84}
Better trained because many students had to stay for another year because the students
were told to take classes that they didn't need to {#150}
The current transfer support can be difficult to access. I tried to schedule a meeting with
counselor multiple times, but for some reason it would not schedule. With the presence of
clubs and groups that are not solely reliant on counselors, students can hopefully gain
better access to support. {#160}
Yes to #84 {#171}
This is really important because students are being told false or "off" information that
does not help them transfer {#180}
Students have not been told what classes they need or which classes to prioritize {#183}
If you have no idea on what to do, transferring is a difficult and confusing processes. All
students deserve guidance for this process. {#199}
Yes!!!! to #183 {#244}
I do not really think this makes sense because it sounds like staff and counselor are not
helping student with transfer successfully. They are helping students, but students want to
choose easy way to get there. No pain, no gain maybe. {#246}
There should be a class that teaches you about transferring and gives you time to work on
essays {#264}
Agree w #264 - {#276}
More support on writhing the personal statements for transferring not only to the UCs but
also to the out of state university. Maybe set up a special group to responsible for that.
{#280}
9. Classes under the same department should have an equal grading system or some
standards in order for students to get a fair final grade despite enrolling in different classes
instructed by different teachers.
Yeah, I agree. Professors can be biased and subjective. {#68}
This is true - within one department you can have one really easy professor and one really
hard professor teaching the same class producing vastly different grades and students
leaving with very different levels of comprehension. {#170}
Less professor bias, more structured standards of grading {#182}
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This is really true that there is too much gap between professors even in same subjects.
For instance, I need to study for 10 hours a week for get A but another class I need only 1
hour because the quality of exam is too different {#202}
I believe some professors grade harder than other and that is not fair {#209}
The heads or Chairs of the Departments need to set a standard for all professors.
Curriculum Committee needs to better review syllabi to help improve fairness. {#215}
I honestly think it’s better to let teachers set their own expectations about their
classrooms. If you enforce rigid standards the professors won't be able to project their
own passions into the subject, which leads to a worse class experience {#247}
If you really care about how easy or hard a professor is, you can go check
ratemyprofessor.com {#250}
Setting a standard for all classes of the same type (for example all POLI 1 classes) is very
important because otherwise the same student would get wildly differing grades in the
same class depending on the instructor they're able to sign up for. This is extremely
unfair to students and makes your GPA a game of luck rather than a true testament of the
students' skill or ability. It's true students can check ratemyprofessor.com, but even if you
want a popular instructor, others will want the same one, thus you end up with some
professors whose classes fill up right away and other professors who struggle to fill up
their classes. Additionally, this severely disadvantages students who are lower in the
registration group ranking. In summary, the current lack of standardization among classes
causes a student's grade in a class to be more about arbitrary factors like luck rather than
being truly reflective of the student's skill in the subject. {#281}
Especially on the English writing program {#284}
To add on to #215, it is important for the departments to communicate from time to time
to make sure all their syllabus or class materials aren't too different {#285}
10. Implement “Meatless Monday” - reduces costs of production (and reduces costs of
menu items as a result), encourages the planting of more vegetables and fruits at the Kirsch
Center, reduces water consumption, increases plant-based menu items at the Dining
Services
We should be practicing individual responsibility and not limiting the freedom to choose
what food we put in our body. {#105}
Meatless Monday will be successful only if promoted thoroughly and implemented subtly
{#115}
This is a great way to cut down on cost and use campus resources such as the Kirsch
Center for our food {#121}
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There also currently are not options for vegans or vegetarians except for the salads
{#128}
It's really important and could really help the environment, it makes sense so why not do
it? {#151}
This is also a chance to market the fact that we have the Kirsch Center and that it is a
space available to students {#157}
Plant-based options are healthier and need to be promoted as such. I am sure students will
support and want meatless Monday if we educate them on why it is necessary and how it
reduces our carbon footprint {#186}
This move will also be more cost efficientt {#195}
We should also focus on improving the current options available to vegetarians/vegans
{#200}
I would say that probably 80% of students do not know that the Kirsch Center exists.
Most students who know about the Kirsch Center are those who have class there or have
class near there either by the sports fields or at the pool. If more fruits and vegetables can
be grown at the Kirsch, there would be a higher demand for student volunteers and
students can then get to know the Kirsch more. {#232}
11. More encouragement from administrators for professors to use FREE textbooks
Free textbooks are convenient and most importantly free. Who doesn't like free stuff?
{#109}
Buying an expensive textbook that I will only use for one quarter is unacceptable. In
some cases, textbooks are more expensive than tuition for financial aid students {#125}
Free textbooks are out there and available and more accessible to students, why not use
them when they are available? {#139}
There should be textbook refunds or better buy back prices for books at the end of
quarters {#142}
Hate to burst everyone's bubbles -- but encouraging professors to use FREE textbooks
may lead to the lower quality of teaching from the professors. Please reconsider this.
{#176}
Regular textbooks probably aren't that much better than free textbooks, I disagree with
#176 {#220}
I agree with #220 {#226}
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Professors should be required to tell students free textbooks are available when they are
(though most professors at De Anza already do this it would be nice to make it official)
{#228}
There should be a system where students can communicate the books they're no longer
using and books that they need - like a group chat almost {#235}
There are professors who use other expensive system than Canvas. Students are forced to
pay the license since there are quizzes and exams on it. {#239}
Agreed with #220; Some professors don't even use the textbook but claim that it's
"required" for the class. What's so bad about using a free textbook? I had a free online
textbook for my Poli 1 class, and I learned just as much as I would have with a real
physical textbook. {#245}
12. Sports - Teams need more funding and support from the College in order to help
represent the College and increase Sportsmanship.
Sports - teams need more funding from the College (bring back the Tennis team) in order
to help represent the College and increase sportsmanship {#43}
Sport teams bring sponsors and money to our school {#148}
Sports teams create a sense of community within the college and are able to help students
who are looking to continue sports and transfer to a four-year university {#197}
We need to start charging little amounts of money ($3 or $5) to attend so sports teams
have more funding that they have raised themselves instead of relying on the college or
DASB to support them. {#249}
There are many students who come from other cities, states, and even countries because
of the sports that we have on campus. If we cut the funding for these programs, how are
we going to attract more students to De Anza? Enrollment is dying here, people! We need
to diversify our audience by providing more money to sports teams. {#258}
Sports teams need money in order to better market for their teams as well. If nobody
knows about the sports on campus, how will they join? {#262}
13. Parking lot safety (car crashes, robbery, etc.), security cameras!
There are sufficient number of cases of such to substantiate the case of installing security
cameras in the parking lots. In return, we can be reducing the efforts needed for
investigations {#123}
This could avoid hit-and-runs making people more accountable to leaving notes because
they know a camera is watching them {#159}
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We can’t do it unless we have enough budget. It's not the priority. {#224}
A lot of students have already been affected by car scratches and robbery. It is a priority
{#236}
14. Better cleaning services, probably by increasing the amount of janitors, to clean
facilities (especially classrooms and toilets) at least twice a week
Isn't it clean enough? {#169}
To my understanding cleaning services cleans everyday but if that isn’t the case then we
should definitely have more cleaning {#173}
Floors are sticky, especially uncarpeted floors like the one in S quad, MCC, etc. Toilets
are usually overfilled with dirty tissue. Some toilets in more crowded areas closer to
parking spaces smell like piss. Definitely need more frequent cleaning. {#242}
Sometimes tissue and seat covers are not available {#277}
The College needs to invest in more janitors and custodians. It's unfair to put so much
work on the FOUR janitors/custodians that we have. {#282}
15. Have minimum wage of $17 for students on campus
De Anza is too poor to pay the minimum wage of 17 bucks per hour. {#117}
Cupertino's minimum wage is $15 per hour. What are we doing here with $13 per hour?
The city came up with a number based on the cost of living and the economy standards.
We should be rallying behind that. {#133}
17 dollars an hour is not sustainable, so we should NOT do this {#167}
17 is way too high considering the state minimum wage isn’t even that high. We recently
just got San Jose to $15 an hour let’s not push it now {#178}
I don’t think lawmakers would make campus jobs $17 an hour when the state just hit $15
{#184}
Based on the federal law, it's around 7 dollars per hour. {#185}
De Anza workers should be making AT LEAST 15/per hour--many international students
are limited in where they can work on campus and it isn't fair for them to be paid less
than local minimum wage {#206}
$17/hour can be too high. However, the idea here is on-campus job should be paid higher.
Right now, the minimum wage of $11/hour is too low {#221}
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$17 an hour is not that high considering that it can actually help in retaining students.
Students will not have to work outside of school doing 2 jobs just to pay their rents.
Students can work here in a safe environment and concentrate on their studies much
better. International students have to take a minimum number of units and most of them
are working on campus with lower wage. If it’s increased, they can benefit from it the
most along with other students {#259}
De Anza definitely cares about its enrollment numbers and this could be one way of
retaining students, getting more students on campus to study and work. {#265}
If the issue is to help international students be able to afford going to class, tuition is the
main culprit here. Paying De Anza employees more than minimum wage will just push
domestic students to work here, pushing out the international students which will put
them even deeper in the rabbit hole. {#279}
Lowering international tuition should be the priority, not the minimum wage {#286}
It's unrealistic, also not all student employees are productive to deserve $17 an hour. Visit
the math tutoring center and see what the tutors are doing on drop-in table. They usually
do nothing for hours while getting paid. {#287}
More money for students! They need to make a living! {#289}
16. Parking spaces are too narrow
Some {#143}
17. More professors teaching classes in high demand like STEM
In simple economics terms, we have more demand than supply in this area {#137}
HAHA LOVE #137 {#255}
The higher the class, the less option we have for who we can take with. Sometimes, we
don't even have the class for the quarter and have to wait for the next quarter {#256}
May be due to scheduling conflicts between STEM classes, and when added to the fewer
number of professors teaching higher level classes, leads to students waiting for a class
for too long {#263}
We're in Silicon Valley! A huge portion are Comp Sci majors! Need more STEM
classes!! {#267}
18. More FREE counseling (mental health services)
Based on my psychology background, I know lots of students who are suffering from
depression and they're too timid to ask for help. They need our help. {#81}
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Mental health is a rampant issue in the United States and we're often afraid to speak
about it. {#144}
We need to market this resource and make it something more accessible and consistently
available, meaning that we should offer it to students for free far beyond just 12 sessions.
Mental health is the foundation for students to be doing well in other aspects of their
lives. {#240}
If we were to offer more free sessions than 12 at psychological services, we would need
more counselors and more support for the program {#252}
19. Hosting more recruitment conferences of companies in bay area
20. More active night security to help students feel safer
We have dedicated night escorts by the police unit {#207}
Students are simply not aware of the night services. This particular service definitely
needs more promotion by the police department themselves along with the
communications department on campus and DASB Senators and other student
volunteers, leaders, interns on campus. {#234}
Night escorts are by call only, and if every student called an escort the program would
not be sustainable (we need at least one officer doing casual patrols of campus) {#261}
How many officers are available for night escort at one given time? Is it enough for the
entire school? {#270}
21. Student representation in shared governances (voting seats)
Most of the students don't give a shit. They care they attend. {#131}
Students don't care because they don't know or may not understand how directly it
impacts them. There are over 15,000 students at De Anza, the ratio is off. One student
representing over 15,000 shouldn't be how it is when the faculty sits and only represents
hundreds at most {#260}
Students need more of a say in shared governance. Most students can't participate
because they don't know. The College also needs to make this more available and public
to the students. {#275}
22. Let students have freedom of speech on campus
There should be monthly student town halls to speak about issues {#67}
Surveys could go out about concerns or issues on campus {#71}
There is no freedom of speech on De Anza campus. A student cannot do tabling, promote
an idea, service or collaborate with an organization from outside campus to advocate for
something good. The permission is denied, and student has to convince a faculty from the
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department to help them. Surely, student activity could be managed and checked but not
denied. It’s our right as students to advocate for things we believe in ! {#218}
We have sufficient freedom of speech on campus. People tend to be able to do whatever
they want on campus as long as it operates in a non-destructive manner. Regarding the
issue of tabling, we need a validation system. We cannot have e.g. religious organizations
that operate in a cult-like manner attempt to lure vulnerable students in. The campus
needs to be able to say no and we need to be able to trust their judgement. After all they
are the ones dealing with this over the years. {#238}
23. Health care services with the right to prescribe
Student with mental health issues can greatly benefit from quick access to necessary
medications that could affect their functioning {#230}
Patients going through the health care services are already being evaluated by the
physician on duty. It would be a lot more convenient if that physician has the power to
prescribe medication. {#248}
24. Scholarship center and scholarship counselling
Will help alleviate some of the other issues on this list by providing students monetary
assistance {#82}
25. Program that reaches out to students who have missed two or more consecutive
quarters to find out why
Why {#196}
Do we really need to spend resources in this area? {#253}
26. EOPS should have more a larger space and more employees to accommodate students
well
27. Sustainability needs to be a higher priority on campus.
Implementation of LEED protocols in all campus buildings {#243}
How will we survive if there is no earth? We won't. For all of us, please make
sustainability a priority. {#272}
28. Due to the legalization of Cannabis and the opioid crisis we're going through, we should
bring awareness to students regarding safe drugs consumption. It is impossible to impose
on an individual's free will to consume drugs, but we can teach them how to be safe around
drugs.
I do agree with this, if we cannot avoid it, then we have to try to handle this issue in order
to protect students. {#155}
Have something that advocates against distracted driving (Texting and drinking
intoxicated) {#257}
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Also, add discrimination and alcohol to prevent dangerous things from happening.
{#266}
29. United club activities with 4-year university students in Bay Area
We should {#201}
We should make more shared clubs with 4-year university students to level up our
capability {#271}
30. Updating of the De Anza website and application, especially the map and how to find,
drop/add classes, so that students go through a smoother college experience
It’s difficult to find out how to add or drop classes--many students have this problem!
{#274}
Having a local new student orientation, so that students can get information rapidly.
{#278}
Agree with 274! {#288}
31. International students and American students matching program to improve learning
quality of English for International Students
32. EOPS Scholar should offer more support to students without cars
33. Require students to go to counseling at least once a quarter
34. Allow international student to take online classes in other community colleges.
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Feedback Survey
1. This session was a good use of my time
A) Ballot
Method:
Agree/Disagree (4-point)
Options:
Allow Bypass
Descriptions:
SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree

B) Results Spread
Choices
SA(4)
A(3)
D(2)
SD(1)
Statistics
Total
Mean
Mode
High
Low
STD
N
n
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Count
15
4
0
0

72
SA(3.79)
SA
SA
A
0.42
20
19

Results Chart (1. This session was a good use of my time)
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2. I believe this information will be used constructively
A) Ballot
Method:
Agree/Disagree (4-point)
Options:
Allow Bypass
Descriptions:
SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree

B) Results Spread
Choices
SA(4)
A(3)
D(2)
SD(1)
Statistics
Total
Mean
Mode
High
Low
STD
N
n

37

Count
8
12
0
0

68
A(3.40)
A
SA
A
0.50
20
20

Results Chart (2. I believe this information will be used...)
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3. I enjoyed using the group interactive software
A) Ballot
Method:
Agree/Disagree (4-point)
Options:
Allow Bypass
Descriptions:
SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree

B) Results Spread
Choices
SA(4)
A(3)
D(2)
SD(1)
Statistics
Total
Mean
Mode
High
Low
STD
N
n

39

Count
15
5
0
0

75
SA(3.75)
SA
SA
A
0.44
20
20

Results Chart (3. I enjoyed using the group interactive software)
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4. I have the following suggestions for future improvements
A) Ballot
Method:
Options:

Open-Ended
Allow Bypass
Maximum Number of Characters: [12288]

Descriptions:
Click in the box to enter text.

B) Text Responses
Total Number of Respondents (N):
Number of responses to this question (n):

20
12

1. More time to write additional comments for individual suggestions
2. Dedicate longer time for the comments section, as I did not get to properly develop my
ideas and comments due to time constraints.
3. Really utilize the survey, and TAKE ACTION
4. This program looks pretty old. It can be provided with new style of form and easier
steps.
5. It's much easier to collect and convey our opinions among senators and other De Anza
staffs.
6. Try different groups. Explore different group setups in terms of demographics, age,
etc.
7. We could have more easy-to-use laptops. We need more time as this is an important
activity and need more deep thinking.
8. We need a better way to see how many votes other options voted.
9. I like that I was able to feel very comfortable sharing my ideas and the anonymity
10. It is important to ensure that student voices and opinions you collect include students
who are not as involved as the student senators and student leaders on campus. I
understand that can be more difficult, however it is important that you collect more than
just student senate voices, our top concerns may not touch some of other students most
important concerns.
11. Thank you
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